
Guide to Kayah Sounds; (24 Consonants; 9 Vowels)
Written in the order of the Kayah Alphabet

For Practice with a Kayah Person
Kayah

Consonants
Phonetic 
Symbol

English equivalent or 
Sounds Like:

Comment: English 
Example 
Word

Equivalent in 
Kayah

Word in semi- 
non-linguist 
Phoneticsa

ꤊ k k in ‘strike’ unaspiratedb stand up ꤊꤢ꤬ꤓꤢꤪ꤬ ka¹tʰaw¹
ꤋ kʰ c/k in ‘cool’ aspiratedb head ꤋꤢꤨ꤬ꤊꤜꤢꤪ kʰu¹klaw
ꤌ g see comment- rarely used 

except as part 
of 
dipthong /ɯə /

mother ꤗꤟꤌꤣ mɯə

ꤍ ŋ ng as in ‘sing’ can also occur 
as the first letter 
in a word

language ꤍꤟꤥ ngo

ꤎ s same as English  -rare usage grape ꤎꤢ꤬ꤕꤛꤢꤩꤞꤢꤧ꤬ sa¹pyaythɛ¹
ꤏ sʰ s in the word ‘sit’ when 

given as a strong 
command ‘Sit down!’
-or sometimes ‘sh’ as in 
‘shoot’

aspirated food-drink ꤏꤢꤧ꤬ꤢꤩ꤬ꤏꤢꤧ꤬ꤥ꤭ sɛ¹-ay¹-sɛ¹-o³

ꤐ z same in English it’s easy ꤢ꤬ꤐꤢꤨ꤭ a¹zu³
ꤑ ɳ ny in nyet (Russian) not in English 

inventory
five ꤑꤟꤢ꤭ nya ³

ꤒ t t in the word ‘stork’ unaspirated pretty ꤢ꤬ꤒꤝꤟꤥ a¹two
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ꤓ tʰ t in the word ‘take’ aspirated drink water ꤥ꤭ ꤓꤛꤢꤩ꤭ o³ tʰyay³
ꤔ n same as English seven ꤔꤝꤥ

ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬

nwo
nay¹

ꤕ p p in the word ‘spin’ unaspirated small; little
we

ꤕꤢ꤬ꤒꤤ
ꤕꤟꤢꤧ꤬

pa¹tee
pɛ¹

ꤖ pʰ p in the word ‘put’ aspirated take
father

ꤖꤛꤢꤩ
ꤖꤢꤧ꤭

pʰyay
pʰɛ³

ꤗ m same as English mother ꤗꤟꤌꤣ mɯə
ꤘ d same as English give ꤘꤛꤢꤩ dyay
ꤙ b same as English put in ꤙꤢꤩ꤬ꤔꤟꤌꤣ꤭ bay¹nɯə³
ꤚ r same as English good ꤢ꤬ꤚꤛꤢ a¹rya
ꤛ j y in the word lack of ꤛꤥ꤬  yo¹
ꤜ l same as English enough; ample ꤜꤣꤙꤢ꤭ lerba³
ꤝ w same as English already cooked ꤝꤥ꤭ wo³
ꤞ ɵ or ʂ th in the word ‘this’ see comment 

belowc
you (plural)
heart

ꤞꤤ꤭
ꤞꤢꤧꤕꤜꤢꤪ꤬

thee³
thɛplaw¹

ꤟ h same as English also used to 
show that a 
vowel is 
breathy/heavy 
sounding

come
speak

ꤟꤛꤢ꤭
ꤟꤢꤩꤙꤢꤧ꤬

hya³
haybɛ¹

ꤠ v same as English I ꤠꤢ꤭ va³
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ꤡ ʤ j in the word judge paper ꤡꤟꤢꤩ꤬ꤙꤢ꤬ jay¹ba¹

Kayah
Vowels

Phonetic 
Symbol

English equivalent or 
sounds like:

Comment: English 
Example

Equivalent in 
Kayah

Word in 
Phonetics

ꤢ a -the first sound of ‘a’ in 
the English alphabet like 
‘a’ in ‘about’

he/she/it
noisy
happy

ꤢ꤬
ꤢ꤬ꤊꤢ꤬ꤢꤪ꤭
ꤢ꤬ꤗꤟꤥ꤬

a¹
a¹-ka¹-aw³
a¹mo ¹

ꤣ ə -not in English, similar to 
‘er’ in ‘her’ but drop the
‘r’ and let your mouth 
stay slightly open and 
relaxed 

box
one

ꤒꤣ
ꤒꤣ꤬

tə
tə¹

ꤤ i ‘ee’ in ‘beet’ cook ꤤ꤬ꤖꤥ꤭ ee¹-pʰo³
ꤥ o o in ‘robe’ drink ꤥ꤭ o³
ꤢꤦ ɯ like ‘oo’ in ‘moot’ but 

with the lips spread 
slightly apart instead of 
rounded

not in the 
English 
inventory

fire burn
fat

ꤗꤤ꤬ꤢꤦ꤭
ꤢ꤬ꤙꤢꤦ꤬

mee¹-ɯ³
a¹bɯ¹

ꤢꤧ ɛ e in ‘pet’ invite/welcome
they

ꤢꤧꤏꤢꤦ꤬
ꤢꤧ꤬ꤞꤤ꤭

ɛ-shɯ¹
ɛ¹thee³

ꤢꤨ u ‘oo’ in ‘boot’ who? ꤢꤨ꤭ꤕꤢꤩ꤭ u³pay³
ꤢꤩ e ay in pay eat ꤢꤩ꤬ ay¹
ꤢꤪ ɔ ‘aw’ in ‘thaw’ promise ꤢꤪꤜꤟꤛꤢ꤬ awlya ¹

ꤛꤣ/ꤟꤌꤣ ɯə a dipthong; begin with not in English go ꤡꤛꤣ jɯə
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the /ɯ/ sound (spread 
your lips) followed by /ə/ 

inventory; 
practice w/a 
native speaker

younger sibling ꤕꤟꤌꤣ pɯə

a Non-Linguist Phonetics This chart is written for those not familiar with the International Phonetic Symbols. Where it was too 
difficult to convey an English equivalent, phonetics was used.  If you examine the chart, you should be able to figure out how those 
symbols are pronounced.

bAspirated and Unaspirated Consonants: on unaspirated consonants, you should not feel any release of air when you hold your 
hand in front of your mouth but with aspirated consonants, you will feel that slight puff of air

c /ɵ/ ‘th’ or actually /ʂ/-these symbols are spoken as a /ʂ/ by a native speaker when they are speaking unconsciously but due to the 
inability to write the sound /ʂ/ in Burmese, /ɵ/ which is like the “th” sound in English has been written.  As a result, it is now 
included in the Kayah inventory of sounds and is likely used as well.  If you want to really speak Kayah more natively, try curling 
your tongue up and backwards just a tiny bit while saying the “th” sound.  For example, try saying “thawmaw” which means “tree”. 
You will hear a slight whistle sound on the /th/ sound as you say it.

d/x/-this sound, though not part of the Kayah inventory of sounds, can be found in the words ‘uncooked rice’ /xə / or ‘hear’ 
/neexə/.  First form the English word “hurt”.  Notice that your mouth is slightly closed.  Now say “hurt” but drop the final “t”, do not 

voice the “ur” and let there be friction up at the roof of your mouth.   That is the sound of /x/. 
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SPECIAL FEATURES of KAYAH:

1. Kayah is a TONAL language.  English speakers are not familiar with tone but it makes a huge difference to the meaning of a 
word.  Two or three words may be spelled exactly the same but have different meanings depending on whether the syllable has 
a low tone (1),  mid tone (3) or high tone (not marked with a number).

 
Low tone: adjust your voice downward when you say the word
Mid Tone: adjust your voice at a mid range
High Tone: adjust your voice at slightly higher than the mid

Does it sound hard?  It is!  Practice the following examples with a Kayah speaker and see if you can hear the difference in the 
tones:

English Word Phonetic Kayah
climb tʰya¹ ꤓꤛꤢ꤬

sharp tʰya³ ꤓꤛꤢ꤭

pig tʰya ꤓꤛꤢ

sour shyay¹ ꤏꤛꤢꤩ꤬

chicken shyay³ ꤏꤛꤢꤩ꤭

ten shyay ꤏꤛꤢꤩ
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2. Breathiness: written with two dots under the vowel /a  / breathiness is a feature in the Western dialect of the Kayah language 
and can result in two words that are spelled the same having different meanings.  The breathy word may sound a bit heavier to 
your ear.  Note the following examples:

English Word Phonetic Kayah
husband vɛ¹ ꤠꤢꤧ꤬

bamboo vɛ ¹ ꤠꤟꤢꤧ꤬

letter li¹ ꤜꤤ꤬

the color red li¹ ꤜꤟꤤ꤬

Most of the refugees speak Eastern Kayah so breathiness is not a factor but because the script is written based on the Western 
dialect, the spellings of words will contain breathiness.
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Helpful English Words & Phrases English Equivalent Kayah

GREETINGS at AIRPORT

Hello (to one person) tɛ ¹-rya-bɛ¹ na3y¹ ꤒꤟꤢꤧ꤬ꤚꤛꤢ ꤙꤢꤧ꤬ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬

Hello (to more than one person) tɛ ¹-rya-bɛ¹ thee³ ꤒꤟꤢꤧ꤬ꤚꤛꤢ ꤙꤢꤧ꤬ ꤞꤤ꤭

We welcome you to America! pɛ ¹ ɛ¹-mo-shɯ thee³ də A¹may¹-ree-ka¹ ꤕꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤢꤧ꤬ꤗꤟꤥꤏꤢꤦ ꤞꤤ꤭ ꤘꤣ ꤢ꤬ꤗꤢꤩ꤬ꤚꤤꤊꤢ꤬

We’re every happy you’ve come! thee³ hya³ bee-ye³ raw pɛ¹ thɛ-krɯ³ 
nya¹-zaw

ꤞꤤ꤭ ꤟꤛꤢ꤭ ꤙꤤꤛꤢꤩ꤭ ꤚꤢꤪ ꤕꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤞꤢꤧꤊꤚꤟꤢꤦ꤭ 
ꤔꤛꤢ꤬ꤡꤢꤪ 

Are you sleepy? th-o¹-myay³ hɛ ³ ꤞꤢꤧꤥ꤬ꤗꤛꤢꤩ꤭ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

Are your (pl) heads dizzy/motion sick? a¹ mɯ3¹ thee³ kʰu¹-klaw hɛ ³ ꤢ꤬ ꤗꤟꤢꤦ꤬ ꤞꤤ꤭ ꤋꤢꤨ꤬ꤊꤜꤢꤪ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

WHO/HOW ARE YOU?

What is your name? na3y¹ mwi ¹ na u³-pe³? ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤗꤝꤟꤤ꤬ ꤔꤢ ꤢꤨ꤭ꤕꤢꤩ꤭?

My name is ____________ va³ mwi ¹ na _____________ ꤠꤢ꤭ ꤗꤝꤟꤤ꤬ ꤔꤢ -------
How old are you (sing)? na3y¹ o¹-haw ba-na-tay³ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤥ꤬ꤟꤢꤪ ꤙꤢ ꤔꤢ ꤒꤢꤩ꤭?

Where did you (sing) just come from? na3y¹ o¹ bee-tay³ hja³ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤥ꤬ ꤙꤤꤒꤢꤩ꤭ ꤟꤛꤢ꤭?

How are you (sing)? na3y¹ o¹-mo¹-o¹-rya hɛ ³ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤥ꤬ꤗꤟꤥ꤬ꤥ꤬ꤚꤛꤢ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

I am well (in heart). o¹-mo ¹-o¹-rya¹ prɛ ꤥ꤬ꤗꤟꤥ꤬ꤥ꤬ꤚꤛꤢ꤬ ꤕꤚꤢꤧ

I am physically well. o¹syo¹-o¹prya³ prɛ ꤥ꤬ꤏꤛꤥ꤬ꤥ꤬ꤕꤚꤛꤢ꤭ ꤕꤚꤢꤧ

Are you (plural) hungry? thee³  thɛ-ay¹-dee³ hɛ³ ꤞꤤ꤭ ꤞꤢꤧꤢꤩ꤬ꤘꤤ꤭ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?
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Are you (plural) thirsty? thee³  thɛ-o³-tʰye³ hɛ³ ꤞꤤ꤭ ꤞꤢꤧꤥ꤭ꤓꤛꤢꤩ꤭ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

Do you want to go to the bathroom? thee³  thɛ-zɯ jɯə də daw³klaw³ hɛ³ ꤞꤤ꤭ ꤞꤢꤧꤐꤟꤢꤦ ꤡꤛꤣ ꤃ꤣ ꤃ꤢꤪ꤭ꤊꤜꤢꤪ꤭ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

COMING & GOING VOCAB

Let’s go! pɛ ¹ jɯə haw po ꤕꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤡꤛꤣ ꤟꤢꤪ ꤕꤟꤥ!

Will you come with me? na3y¹ jɯə kɯə³ va³ hɛ ³ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤡꤛꤣ ꤊꤟꤌꤣ꤭ ꤠꤢ꤭ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

Do you want to go? na3y¹ thɛ-zɯ  jɯə kɯə³ hɛ ³ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤞꤢꤧꤐꤟꤢꤦ ꤡꤛꤣ ꤊꤟꤌꤣ꤭ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

I’m going home/leaving now. va³ ka3¹ haw də hee¹ ꤠꤢ꤭ ꤊꤟꤢ꤬ ꤟꤢꤪ ꤘꤣ ꤟꤤ꤬

I’m leaving. va³ ka3¹ haw ꤠꤢ꤭ ꤊꤟꤢ꤬ ꤟꤢꤪ

May I help you? lo¹ ma3y¹-juo3 na3y¹ hɛ ³ ꤜꤟꤥ꤬ ꤗꤟꤢꤩ꤬ꤡꤝꤟꤥ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

What curry have you eaten? (more 
natural way of greeting)

na3y¹ ay¹ ee¹-thwi ee³-tay³ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤢꤩ꤬ ꤤ꤬ꤞꤝꤤ ꤤ꤭ꤒꤢꤩ꤭?

Where are you (plural) going? thee³ jɯə  bee-tay³ ꤞꤤ꤭ ꤡꤛꤣ ꤙꤤꤒꤢꤩ꤭?

We will come get you at _______ 
o’clock

pɛ3¹ hya³ ɛ3 thee³ bee (3) mɯ³ ꤕꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤟꤛꤢ꤭ ꤢꤧ ꤞꤤ꤭ ꤙꤤ --- ꤗꤢꤦ꤭

SCHOOL VOCAB

Do you like school? tʰya¹-ho³ ma¹ a¹mo hɛ3³ ꤓꤛꤢ꤬ꤟꤥ꤭ ꤗꤢ꤬ ꤢ꤬ꤗꤟꤥ ꤏꤢꤜꤢꤩ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭

Do you have a problem? tɛ3¹-pya-tɛ3¹-sʰɛ³ o¹ hɛ3³ ꤒꤟꤢꤧ꤬ꤕꤟꤛꤢꤒꤟꤢꤧ꤬ꤏꤢꤧ꤭ ꤥ꤬ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

If you have a problem, please tell me. tɛ3¹-pya-tɛ3¹-sʰɛ³ kee¹ o¹ he³ r³
 kʰya-thɛ-do³ hay-sʰo³-re va³ nee

ꤒꤟꤢꤧ꤬ꤕꤟꤛꤢꤒꤟꤢꤧ꤬ꤏꤢꤧ꤭ ꤊꤤ꤬ ꤥ꤬ ꤟꤢꤩ꤄ꤢꤪ
 ꤋꤛꤢꤞꤢꤧꤘꤥ꤭ ꤟꤢꤩꤏꤥ꤭꤄ꤢꤩ ꤠꤢ꤭ ꤔꤤ꤯

You can take (this) home. je³r na3y¹ pʰyay-ka ¹ də hee¹ ma¹ a¹-nee3 ꤛꤢꤩ꤭꤄ꤢꤪ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤖꤛꤢꤩꤊꤟꤢ꤬ ꤘꤣ ꤟꤤ꤬ ꤗꤢ꤬ 
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pr ꤢ꤬ꤔꤟꤤ ꤕ꤄ꤢꤧ 

How do you say in the Kayah 
language?

ka¹ya³-ngo ma¹ thee³ hay pʰu-tay³ ꤊꤢ꤬ꤛꤢ꤭ꤍꤟꤥ ꤗꤢ꤬ ꤞꤤ꤭ ꤟꤢꤩ ꤖꤢꤨꤒꤢꤩ꤭?

Do you speak English? na3y¹ hay-bɛ¹-jya3 ku³-la³-ngo hɛ3³ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤟꤢꤩꤙꤢꤧ꤬ ꤡꤟꤛꤢ ꤊꤢꤨ꤭ꤜꤢ꤭ꤍꤟꤥ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

I am your teacher va³ ma¹ nay¹ tha-ra ꤠꤢ꤭ ꤗꤢ꤬ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤞꤢꤚꤢ

I am your teacher (female) va³ ma¹ nay¹ tha-ra-mɯə ꤠꤢ꤭ ꤗꤢ꤬ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤞꤢꤚꤢꤗꤟꤌꤣ

You may sit here o¹-nya³ bee-yay³ ma¹ a¹-nee3 pr ꤥ꤬ꤔꤛꤢ꤭ ꤙꤤꤛꤢꤩ꤭ ꤗꤢ꤬ ꤢ꤬ꤔꤟꤤ ꤕ꤄ꤢꤧ

This girl will help you prɛ3¹-maw yee-ay³-tə¹-pr¹ kɯ3 may¹-juo3 
na3y¹ pa³

ꤕꤚꤟꤢꤧ꤬ꤗꤢꤪ ꤛꤢꤩ꤭ꤒꤣ꤬ꤕ꤄ꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤊꤟꤢꤦ ꤗꤟꤢꤩ꤬ꤡꤝꤟꤥ 
ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤕꤟꤢ꤭

This boy will help you prɛ3¹-kʰu yee-ay³-tə¹pr¹ kɯ3 may¹-juo3 
na3y¹ pa³

ꤕꤚꤟꤢꤧ꤬ꤋꤢꤨ꤭ ꤛꤢꤩ꤭ꤒꤣ꤬ꤕ꤄ꤟꤢꤧ꤬  ꤊꤟꤢꤦ 
ꤗꤟꤢꤩꤡꤝꤟꤥ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤕꤟꤢ꤭

We’re so happy you are here. thee³ hya³-o¹ bee-ye³ raw pɛ3¹ thɛ-krɯ³-
thɛ-law³ nya¹-zaw

ꤞꤤ꤭ ꤟꤛꤢ꤭ꤥ꤬ ꤙꤤꤛꤢꤩ꤭ ꤚꤢꤪ ꤕꤟꤢꤧ꤬ 
ꤞꤢꤧꤊꤚꤢꤦ꤭ꤞꤢꤧꤜꤟꤢꤪ꤭ ꤔꤛꤢ꤬ꤡꤢꤪ

Give this to your parents yee-ay³-raw dyay na na3y¹mɯə nee 
na3y¹pʰɛ³ nee

ꤛꤢꤩ꤭꤄ꤢꤪ ꤘꤛꤢꤩ ꤔꤢ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ꤗꤟꤌꤣ ꤔꤢ 
ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ꤖꤢꤧ꤭ ꤔꤤ

Do you understand? na3y¹ thɛ-ngay³ hɛ ³ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤞꤢꤧꤑꤢꤩ꤭ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

I understand thɛ-ngay³ va ³ ꤞꤢꤧꤑꤢꤩ꤭ ꤠꤟꤢ꤭

I don’t understand thɛ-ngay³ to¹ ꤞꤢꤧꤑꤢꤩ꤭ ꤒꤥ꤬

Are you feeling sad? na3y¹ thɛ-plɛ ³  hɛ ³ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤞꤢꤧꤕꤜꤟꤢꤧ꤭ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

  
paper jay¹-ba¹ ꤡꤢꤩꤙꤢ꤬
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pen tʰye³-lee¹-bo³- ꤓꤛꤢꤩ꤭ꤜꤤ꤬ꤙꤥ꤭

book lee¹ba¹ ꤜꤤ꤬ꤙꤢ꤬

school thu-lee¹ho³ ꤞꤛꤥꤜꤤ꤬ꤟꤥ꤭

student thu-lee¹ho³pʰu ꤞꤛꤥꤜꤤ꤬ꤟꤥ꤭ꤖꤢꤨ

teach ee¹-thuo-ee¹-thya ꤤ꤬ꤞꤛꤥꤤ꤬ꤞꤛꤢ꤭

TIME RELATED VOCAB

today yee-ay³-tə¹-nyay³ ꤛꤢꤩ꤭ꤒꤣ꤬ꤑꤢꤩ꤭

tomorrow shye-pa¹-ro³ ꤏꤛꤢꤩꤕꤢ꤬ꤚꤥ꤭

yesterday pa-hay-nu ꤕꤢ꤬ꤟꤢꤩꤔꤢꤨ꤬

day after tomorrow shyay-sʰo³-vee ꤏꤛꤢꤩꤏꤥ꤭ꤠꤤ

before too long nye³-tya¹-to¹ ꤑꤟꤢꤩ꤭ꤒꤛꤢ꤬ꤒꤥ꤬

later-more than a few days shyay-no-pa ³ ꤏꤛꤢꤩꤔꤥ꤬ꤕꤟꤢ꤭

shortly-in a few minutes shyay- pa³ ꤏꤛꤢꤩꤕꤟꤢ꤭

CLEANING VOCAB

sweep floor du³-plee³  hee³-daw-ku³ ꤘꤢꤨ꤭ꤕꤜꤤ꤭ ꤟꤤ꤭ꤘꤢꤪꤊꤢꤨ꤭

make clean (heart) ma y¹plee³ may¹ph ꤗꤟꤢꤩ꤬ꤕꤜꤤ꤭ꤗꤟꤢꤩ꤬ꤖꤟꤌꤣ

wash/clean (i.e. dishes) sʰee³-plee³ ꤏꤤ꤭ꤕꤜꤤ꤭

wash clothes ee-shɯə¹-plee³ hyay¹-ja¹ ꤤ꤬ꤏꤛꤣ꤬ꤕꤜꤤ꤭ ꤟꤛꤢꤩ꤬ꤡꤟꤢ꤬

take a bath/shower ee¹-lɯə-tʰyay³ ꤤ꤬ꤜꤟꤌꤣꤓꤛꤢꤩ꤭
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dirty/not clean a¹-ta¹-pro\ a mwo³plee³ to¹ ꤢ꤬ꤒꤢ꤬ꤕꤚꤥ\ ꤢ꤬ꤗ꤉ꤟꤥ꤭ꤕꤜꤤ꤭ ꤒꤥ꤬

CHURCH VOCAB

Bible lee¹-ja³-sʰɛ³ ꤜꤤ꤬ꤡꤢ꤭ꤏꤢꤧ꤭

sing song ee¹-ro³ lee¹  ꤤ꤬꤄ꤥ꤭ ꤜꤤ꤬

church tɛ ¹jaw-bɛ³ho³ ꤒꤟꤢꤧ꤬ꤡꤢꤪꤙꤢꤧ꤭ꤟꤥ꤭

worship/pray jaw-bɛ³ ꤡꤢꤪꤙꤢ꤭ꤧ

bus mee¹-tʰyay³ lo ꤗꤤ꤬ꤓꤛꤢꤩ꤭ꤜꤟꤥ 

Will you (singular) go to church? nay¹ jɯə jaw-bɛ³ ɛ³ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬ ꤡꤛꤣ ꤡꤢꤪꤙꤢꤧ ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

God jaw-ma¹-rya¹ ꤡꤢꤪꤗꤢ꤬ꤚꤛꤢ꤬

Jesus Christ Yay¹-shu Kʰree ꤛꤢꤩ꤬ꤏꤛꤢꤨ ꤋꤚꤤ

QUESTION WORDS

Qmarker Word—this word acts like a 
question mark at the end of a sentence

hɛ  ꤟꤟꤢꤧ꤭?

Where? bee-tay³ ꤙꤤꤒꤢꤩ꤭?

Who? u³-pay³ ꤢꤨ꤭ꤕꤢꤩ꤭?

What? ee³-tay³ ꤤ꤭ꤒꤢꤩ꤭

How? pʰu-tay³ ꤖꤢꤨꤒꤢꤩ꤭?

When? bee-kʰɛ³-tay³ ꤙꤤꤋꤢꤧ꤭ꤒꤢꤩ꤭
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PRONOUNS

I/me va³ ꤠꤢ꤭

you (singular) na3y¹ ꤔꤟꤢꤧ꤬

you (plural) thee³ ꤞꤤ꤭

we pɛ ¹ ꤕꤟꤢꤧ꤬

they ɛ¹thee³ ꤢꤧ꤬ꤞꤤ꤭

he/she/it a¹ or ɛ¹ ꤢ꤬ or ꤢꤧ꤬
--- to him/her/it lu³ ꤜꤢꤨ꤭

VERBS (can be placed one after another i.e. brought = take-come-give) 
come hya³ ꤟꤛꤢ꤭

go jɯə ꤡꤛꤣ

follow kruo³ ꤊꤚꤝꤥ꤭

take pʰyay ꤖꤛꤢꤩ

give dyay ꤘꤛꤢꤩ

bring pʰyay-hya³ ꤖꤛꤢꤩꤟꤛꤢ꤭

put bay¹ (or) dya¹ ꤙꤢ꤬ꤩ / ꤃ꤛꤢ꤬
keep/save bay¹-duo (or) dya¹duo ꤙꤢ꤬ꤩꤘꤝꤥ / ꤃ꤛꤢ꤬꤬ꤘꤝꤥ
make/do ma3y¹ ꤗꤟꤢꤩ꤬

help ma y¹-juo3 ꤗꤟꤢꤩ꤬ꤡꤝꤟꤥ

run/walk klya¹ ꤊꤜꤛꤢ꤬
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to leave/exit tʰay¹ (or) tʰay¹-jɯə (or) 
tʰay¹-jɯə-kya³ (or) tʰay¹kya³
tʰay¹-klya¹

ꤓꤢꤩ꤬ / ꤓꤢꤩ꤬ꤡꤛꤣ/ ꤓꤢꤩ꤬ꤡꤛꤣꤊꤛꤢ꤭ / ꤓꤢꤩꤩ꤬ꤊꤛꤢ꤭

enter nɯə³ ꤔꤟꤌꤣ꤭

stand up ka¹-tʰaw¹ (or) ee¹-tʰaw¹ ꤊꤢ꤬ꤓꤢꤪ꤬ / ꤤ꤬ꤓꤢꤪ꤬
sit down o¹-nya³ ꤥ꤬ꤔꤛꤢ꤭

by Khu Hte Reh      November 2009
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